
f. (n) -0 (g,(n))
f (n) - 0(g.(n))
f. (n) -f= (n)

+0(g(n) .gz (n))
n - 1

*
2n - 1O(n2) - F2nt0(n) times

8)9
FE2n Oculimos

F0(1)2 X- 0(1) 3 ·(n+
->

F0() -jT)2n - 1

Total:0(+n3 +1) =0(n2)



0:loose upper found

2: loose lower bound

e(g(n))
=Sf(n):oxistpos
constantsc, n. sit.

0 =cg(n) =f (n) for
alln =1.3

*
sig (n)

↑

n.

Fi6.Multhas IMER (n)
values of 1 sit.
innor loop runs I/ER(a)



times,

=> runs in (n) time

Gig-Thota:G(g(n)) =0(g(n)1
- (g(n))

Fi6Mult takes&(n2) time

"asymptoticallyfight
bound"



littlo-ch

·(g(n)) =9f(n):for all pos.
constantsc, there exists
n. sit,

0 =f(n) < cg(n) for
all n =1.3

little omoga W: rightlower

found

or (ghn)) =Sf(n) ( V (=05n.30
St. OECgU) < f(n)

Vn=n.3



5n= =0(nz)
20n" +0((n) =0(n-)
"For all choices offunctions
in each bit ofasymptotic
notation on the lost,
those existchoices of

function for rightto make

(in) equalitytrue



FiSMalt

0 (I)+0 (n) .(0 (1) <0(n) +0 (i)
50(1)
= 0(n2)

Tn+ 1000n =0n" +0(n)
=

0(n2)
=0(")
E0(22")



f(n) is polynomially
sounded if

S(n) =0 (nk) for some
constantK.

nk. =0 (nk2) if-> k,ck,
↑

mosta from this

running class
times



expontial functions

n
= 0(a") for anyconstants
k a>.

a
"
=0(c) for any(Ta >).

polylogorithmically bounded:

(log,n) =
0 (nk) for any

constants 61, 1,6k>0.
Ig n i =log, n

In hi =log n
? ⑧

log i =10g10n



10g3ni =(log,h)
e

logn =opon =0(log ne)
Ca66 constants)

=>O(n (g.n) =0 (n log n)

WARNIN 6:

5(993"e0(5'(n)



For running times

O(n] is batter than
25.0(n?)
or 0(25nz)

O(z) +0(n) =0(n=)

0(5'934) =0(n(09,5)



A reduction from problem
X to problem/ moans
an algorithm for X
thatuses an algorithm
for Yas a "black-box"or
subrouting.

All for X mustso
connect for anyals
for Y.

Crunning time mightcard



Math uses simple thooroms

called Hommas. Big important
proof mayreduce to already
proven commas.



A thoorom:
Lot n to a pos, integer.
Avisor is a pos intogor
psit. Up is an integer.

n is prime ithas fly-
two divisors, 121.

his composit ifithas
>I divisors.



Thm:Everyintogon>) has
a prime divisor.

Proof 1):Suppose there is
an n>) with no prima

divisor.

n is its own divison, so

h is not prima
So there is a divison d

Sot. Kd<n.

By assumption, d is not
primd,

SoEd, is advisor of d



St. (cd,cd.
u/a, =(*/d). (d/d) is an
intogor so d' divides
n.

Sod, is not prime...



Try2:Assume than is wrong.
Lotnil so the smallest

counterexample.
h is not prima
So there is a divison

Id <
n,

Byassumption, a has

a prime divisor kped.

(n/p) =(M/d)..(d/p) is an
intoyor, so p is a primal



divisor of n.



Proof:(ofn > 1. Assume
all k sit. Ikon has
a prime divisor.

Suppose a is prime.
n is its own prime divison!

suppose is not prime.
there is a divisor kdan.

Byassumption, of has a
onime divisor p.

p is a prime divisor of
1,



In all cases, a has a
prima divisor.

D

Proof byinduction.


